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Buy Binance Coin



Learn more about Binance Coin: How to buy, Exploring Its Impact, Market
Capitalization, and more
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What is Binance Coin?



Binance Coin (BNB) is the native cryptocurrency of the Binance exchange, one of the world's largest and most influential cryptocurrency platforms. With BNB, users can access various benefits, including discounted trading fees, participation in token sales, and utilization within the Binance ecosystem. Embrace Binance Coin and unlock a world of opportunities in the ever-evolving crypto landscape.















Binance Coin

(BNB)

price in USD
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in 24 hours


















Сhoose crypto



Select one from the list, then choose the fiat currency to pay with and enter the amount.






Enter wallet address



That is the address of the wallet you’d like to receive your crypto. Don’t have one?






Pay and receive



Decide whether you want to pay via SEPA or just using bank card and confirm the payment. Now you own some BNB!




















How to buy








What is Itez?




Fast and secure way to purchase crypto with bank card & SEPA

























































Best rates on the market



Exchange rate is based on the current rate of our liquidity provider partner











Fair pricing approach



No hidden fees, you pay only what you see











Fast transactions



We ensure that you receive your BNB as fast as possible











Secure and legal



3-D Secure transactions. Card authorisation by code. Verified by Visa, Mastercard ID Check












FAQ


See full BNB FAQ





Where can I buy Binance Coin?



You can buy Binance Coin (BNB) on our Itez.com service directly from your bank card or using SEPA






Can I use Binance Coin on the Binance exchange only?



While Binance Coin (BNB) holds significant utility within the Binance exchange ecosystem, it has also gained wider adoption and can be used in various other platforms and services. BNB can be utilized for token sales, transaction fees, and participating in decentralized applications within the broader crypto space.






How can I store and secure my Binance Coin?



To store and secure your Binance Coin (BNB), it is recommended to use a reputable cryptocurrency wallet that supports BNB, such as Trust Wallet or Ledger. These wallets offer advanced security features and enable you to maintain full control over your BNB holdings.
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Markets
11 October, 2023



Binance used only $30M out of $1B Industry Recovery Initiative

A breakdown of Bloomberg's piece on the exchange's quiet fizzle out.
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Markets
14 August, 2023



Binance Labs and Curve partnership

$5 million investment for 12.5 million tokens and commitment to the BNB Chain deployment.
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Hype
21 July, 2023



What’s up with Binance: is it really going to collapse?

Let's take a closer look at the regulatory claims and the potential implications of this pressure.
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